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a b s t r a c t

Assessing the information security awareness (ISA) of users is crucial for protecting systems and
organizations from social engineering attacks. Current methods do not consider the context of use
when assessing users’ ISA, and therefore they cannot accurately reflect users’ actual behavior, which
often depends on that context. In this study, we propose a novel context-based, data-driven, approach
for assessing the ISA of users. In this approach, different behavioral and contextual factors, such as
spatio-temporal information and browsing habits, are used to assess users’ ISA. Since defining each
context explicitly is impractical for a large context space, we utilize a deep neural network to represent
users’ contexts implicitly from contextual factors. We evaluate our approach empirically using a real-
world dataset of users’ activities collected from 120 smartphone users. The results show that the
proposed method and context information improve ISA assessment accuracy significantly.
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1. Introduction

In the context of cybersecurity, the term social engineering
efers to psychologically manipulating people so they will per-
orm actions for the benefit of an attacker [1–3]. A recent public
ervice announcement from the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investiga-
ion (FBI) stated that the global financial loss from email scams
which are largely performed using social engineering attacks
uch as phishing) was $26 billion for the last three years.1 Fur-
thermore, businesses around the world have reported a dramatic
increase in the number of social engineering attacks since the
start of the COVID-19 pandemic.2 Consequently, social engineer-
ing has been classified as one of the most serious cybersecurity
threats to businesses in 2020.3

Information security awareness (ISA) represents the set of
skills that help a user successfully mitigate social engineering at-
tacks [3]. During a social engineering attack, the attacker exploits
human behavior rather than a vulnerability in a system [4], so
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E-mail addresses: adirsolo@post.bgu.ac.il (A. Solomon),

ichmich@post.bgu.ac.il (M. Michaelshvili), ronbit@post.bgu.ac.il (R. Bitton),
shapira@bgu.ac.il (B. Shapira), liorrk@post.bgu.ac.il (L. Rokach), puzis@bgu.ac.il
R. Puzis), shabtaia@bgu.ac.il (A. Shabtai).
1 https://www.ic3.gov/media/2019/190910.aspx.
2 https://www.jpmorgan.com/commercial-banking/insights/spotting-and-
reventing-covid-19-social-engineering-attacks.
3 https://www.kaseya.com/blog/2020/04/15/top-10-cybersecurity-threats-in-
020/.
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assessing the ISA of users and thereby identifying users who are
more vulnerable to social engineering attacks is crucial for en-
terprise cybersecurity risk assessment. By identifying those users,
security officers can implement efficient cybersecurity awareness
training programs and adjust information security policies and
thus improve organizational security.

Existing methods for assessing the ISA of users can be clas-
sified into three main categories based on the data source used:
(1) ISA assessment using questionnaires [5,6] where the users are
asked to report on their knowledge and behavior for different
scenarios using surveys. Their responses are then analyzed to de-
tect users with low ISA. (2) ISA assessment using measurements
of the actual behavior [7,8], where the users’ actual behavior
is monitored. (3) ISA assessment using attack simulations and
challenges [9,10] which simulate cybersecurity threats and are
mainly conducted to record and analyze users’ responses. While
the measurement of the actual behavior and attack simulations
can assess users’ ISA objectively, they have two fundamental
limitations; first, they do not consider users’ context (e.g., opening
an email from home compared to opening an email at work).
Since human behavior often depends on a person’s context, these
methods are less accurate by nature. Second, because these meth-
ods typically rely on expert knowledge to integrate the raw
measurements of a user’s behavior into risk, they are unable to
detect dynamic changes in a user’s behavior, which varies based
on his/her context.

In this study, we address the limitations mentioned above by

proposing a context-based, data-driven approach for assessing
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sers’ ISA. We define the context as factors that characterize
he user’s state considering his/her recent behavior [11,12] and
ersonal information [12,13], along with physical information
egarding the time and space [12,13]. Namely, to assess users’ ISA,
e use the following contextual factors: temporal information
e.g., day of the week), points of interests (POIs), browsing habits,
nd user information.
The development of context-based ISA assessment faces two

ain challenges: (1) defining the contextual factors that affect
sers’ ISA; and (2) measuring those contextual factors contin-
ously and objectively. In order to deal with these main chal-
enges, we suggest implementing our context-based, data-driven
pproach by utilizing a deep neural network (DNN). This will
nable us to learn different latent patterns between users’ dif-
erent contextual factors and their ISA. Moreover, by using a
NN, we will be able to provide ISA assessments objectively and
ynamically, i.e., when the user’s context has changed.
We utilize a deep learning architecture to represent a user’s

ontexts implicitly from contextual factors. That is, given a set of
ontextual factors (such as browsing habits, geographic location,
emporal information, and personal information), the proposed
eep learning architecture derives a latent context which is used
o assess a user’s ISA with respect to that specific context of
se. In our experiments, we used a deep learning architecture
ith a gated recurrent unit (GRU) [14], attention layers [15], and
mbedding layers.
In order to assess users’ ISA, we examine our method empiri-

ally on a real-world dataset of users’ activities collected from 120
obile phone users over a period of seven weeks. The dataset
as collected as part of a prior study [3] in which data was
btained from different sources, such as mobile sensors (to collect
nformation on users’ actual behavior based on sensor sampling),
VPN client (to collect users’ Internet traffic), and security ques-
ionnaires. Using different data sources allowed us to capture
ctual user behavior, as well as their self-reported behavior, thus
nabling us to draw a full picture of users’ routine activities and
evelop an effective method for assessing users’ ISA.
In summary, the main contributions of this study are as fol-

ows:

• We present a novel context-based, data-driven approach for
assessing the ISA of users dynamically, based on different
contextual factors, such as spatio-temporal information, and
users’ attributes and activities.

• We implement our context-based, data-driven approach by
utilizing a deep learning architecture that assess users’ ISA,
which is capable of learning different behavior patterns and
providing ISA predictions with high accuracy.

• Relying on the dataset collected by Bitton et al. [3] we accu-
rately evaluate users’ ISA based on real dynamic data on ac-
tual users’ activities and their sampled contexts, in contrast
to information collected from simulations or questionnaires.
We evaluated our approach on a real-world dataset of users’
activities collected from 120 mobile phone users over a
period of seven weeks.

. Related work

In this section, we discuss related work on various topics
elated to ISA. We present studies that explore users’ behavior
atterns; methods, platforms, and data sources commonly used
o assess users’ ISA; and machine learning methods for assessing
SA.
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2.1. Methods for assessing the ISA of users

Questionnaires. Security questionnaires are the most com-
on approach for assessing the ISA of users [6,16,17]. Question-
aires can be used to measure users’ activities and usage patterns
egarding the users’ ISA. For instance, Androulidakis et al. [18]
sed a questionnaire to examine the blacktooth sensor on users’
SA. Their findings showed that users’ ISA is correlated to black-
ooth usage. Onarlioglu et al. [19] used a security questionnaire
o assess how well users deal with Internet attacks and showed
hat features extracted based on the URLs are highly effective
or deceiving users without rich technical knowledge. Mylonas
t al. [20] used a questionnaire to examine users’ ISA regarding
ownloading applications from official repositories (e.g., Google
lay). Their findings showed that most users believed that down-
oading applications from official repositories are risk-free, which
ould be indicative of a user’ with low ISA.
Notable methods in this domain are the HAIS-Q and SeBIS

ecurity questionnaires [5,21], which were respectively designed
or assessing the ISA of PC users and smartphone users. Moreover,
AIS-Q is shown to be a correlative and reliable measure with the
sers’ ISA [6]. Moreover, organizations can employ the HAIS-Q to
efine the impact of security they should employ [6].
The main advantage of security questionnaires over alternative

pproaches for assessing users’ ISA is in their ability to explore
he knowledge and attitudes of users with respect to various
spects of security. However, security questionnaires have three
ain limitations: First, since questionnaires are based on self-

eporting, they are very biased and therefore cannot be used to
ccurately evaluate users’ ISA [3]. Second, since questionnaires
equire users’ active involvement and cooperation, they therefore
annot be used to evaluate users’ ISA frequently. Third, security
uestionnaires cannot consider users’ context which is dynamic
nd varies over time.

assive measurements. Recent studies have evaluated users’
SA based on passive measurements, i.e., assessing users’ ISA
y sampling sensors in real time [3,7,8]. The authors of these
tudies developed different frameworks (for both PC and mobile
latforms) that can be used to monitor users’ actual behavior
e.g., monitoring application usage, blacktooth and Wi-Fi usage,
nd browsing habits, etc.) The main advantage of these methods
s their ability to evaluate users’ ISA objectively and continuously.
owever, these methods suffer from two main limitations: First,
hey do not consider the context of use during the assessment,
hich could improve the accuracy of ISA assessment. Second,
hey rely heavily on expert knowledge. For example, the method
resented in [3] assists security experts in integrating sensor
eadings into a single measure that can be used to reflect users’
SA.

ttack simulations. Other studies used attack simulations in
rder to evaluate users’ ISA [9,10,22]. The vast majority of these
ethods only focus on simulated phishing attacks. There are two
ain limitations when employing assessment methods that are
ased solely on attack simulations. First, attack simulations mea-
ure the momentary behavior of subjects during specific events,
nd therefore they are very sensitive to environmental and con-
extual factors. Second, attack simulations require interaction
ith the user (e.g., sending an email to the user), and therefore
uch simulations cannot be used very often.
In the proposed method we manage to capture real users’

ehavior by extracting different contextual factors. Moreover, we
ssess users’ ISA based on their activities and on real events.
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.2. The impact of contextual factors on ISA

Recent studies [23,24] examined the relationship between ISA
nd demographic attributes, such as age and gender. These stud-
es measured the ISA using the widely adopted HAIS-Q security
uestionnaire [5]. Their results show a significant difference in
he average ISA scores of different age groups. However, with
espect to gender, a significant difference was only observed
n one of the studies [23]. Bitton et al. [3] also examined the
elationship between ISA and demographic attributes. In contrast
o [23,24] which measured the ISA using a security questionnaire,
he authors calculated the ISA based on the user’s actual behavior.
heir results showed a difference in the average ISA scores of
sers from different age groups and academic backgrounds; those
indings however, were not statistically significant.

Other methods [1,3,25,26] examined the relationship between
SA and contextual factors. Duncan et al. [1] developed a persona-
entered ISA methodology to reduce a company’s security risks.
n their work, the authors identified contextual factors based on
user’s persona (e.g., attitudes, motivations), which was derived
uring multiple interviews, in order to assess ISA. Then, they
nalyzed the characteristics of each persona and incorporate their
indings into their awareness design methods (e.g., quizzes, short
ideo clips, or short topic briefs). Their methodology was shown
o improve business security. Karyda et al. [27] demonstrated
hat contextual factors derived from the organizational culture,
rganizational structure (e.g., code of ethics), and management
upport improved information system security policies. Similar
indings were observed by Ifinedo et al. [28] whose work showed
correlation between information security concerns in the fi-
ancial services industry and various contextual factors, such as
ransparency levels, information, and communication technology
se regulations.
Dang et al. [26] explored the relationship between points of

nterest (POIs) and users’ ISA (measured using a security ques-
ionnaire). Their findings show that the user’s ISA varies for
ifferent points of interest. In other research, Dang et al. [25]
emonstrated that contextual factors that users reveal in their
ocial network profile can also be used to assess their ISA. Bitton
t al. [3] showed that an ISA measure that is based on the
ctual behavior of users (as measured using a mobile agent and
etwork probe) correlates with the user’s ability to mitigate social
ngineering attacks. Canali et al. [29] explored users’ visits to
alicious URLs based on their browsing history. They observed

hat users are more likely to visit such URLs on weekends and at
ight (between 9:00 pm and 2:00 am).
These works support our main assumption that in order to as-

ess a user’s ISA accurately, the context of use must be considered.

.3. Machine learning approaches for assessing user’s ISA

Several studies [30,31] showed that phishing attacks can be
etected using different machine learning classifiers. Tjostheim
t al. [32] trained a logistic regression classifier on users’ in-
ormation (e.g., demographic attributes, education) to predict an
ndividual’s susceptibility to phishing attacks. Sharif et al. [33]
roposed a system that predicts whether a user could be exposed
o malicious sites; the authors used a random forest classifier
ased on several features: the presence of an antivirus application
n the user’s device, previous downloads from unofficial app
tores, etc. Their results indicate that users that have previously
een exposed to malicious sites have a higher probability of
eing exposed again. In this study we implement our approach
ith a deep learning architecture, thus, assess the ISA of users
ynamically. Using deep learning we manage to capture differ-
nt behavior patterns and providing ISA predictions with high
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In the work of Foroughi et al. [34] the authors proposed a
machine learning multi-agent model to profile users based on
the activities performed with their computers at home. Thus,
they were able to identify users’ profiles that have low secu-
rity awareness and suggest that the users change the way they
perform these activities. This study covered only users’ activities
performed within a limited context at the users’ homes with their
personal computers. In contrast to their work, in this study, we
examine the users’ context based on their mobile devices; thus,
we are able to model different contexts and all of the users’
routine activities. Another recent study [35] used a machine
learning-based method to assess users’ ISA based on an ISA score,
i.e., the awareness was encoded into three awareness levels:
low, average, and high. The authors extracted users’ information
and used traditional machine learning classifiers (e.g., KNN, SVM,
decision tree) to assess users’ ISA. Unlike our study, which used
dynamic data derived from users’ actual activities, their method
is static, and their dataset is only derived from an online HAIS-Q
security questionnaire. Furthermore, the authors did not examine
different contexts (such as spatio-temporal) to assess the users’
ISA, although using contextual factors has been shown to be use-
ful for advancing solutions for different tasks in several domains,
such recommendation systems [36,37], crime prediction [38], and
user modeling [39,40]. To the best of our knowledge, in the
domain of cybersecurity only limited users’ context (e.g., user
information) has been explored to assess users’ ISA. Therefore,
in this study, we propose assessing users’ ISA dynamically, based
on rich contextual information, by employing a deep learning
framework.

3. Method

In this section, we present an implementation of our context-
based, data-driven approach utilizing a deep learning architec-
ture. We begin by formulate the problem in Section 3.1. Next, in
Section 3.2 we describe the rational for deriving users’ ISA score
dynamically for short timeframes. In Section 3.3, we describe
the dataset used in this study. Next, in Section 3.4, we specify
the various contextual factors considered in the assessment and
describe the techniques used to derive latent context from con-
textual factors. Finally, in Section 3.5, we outline how to use that
context to evaluate users’ ISA.

3.1. Problem formulation

To formulate our problem we define the following:

• T u
i – The ith timeframe of user u. The whole data period

is split into non-overlapping consecutive five-minute time-
frames.

• C(T u
i ) – The context derived for user u in timeframe T u

i .
• I(T u

i ) – The set of ISA indicators derived for user u in time-
frame T u

i .
• Ij(T u

i ) ∈ I(T u
i ) – The jth ISA indicator derived for user u

in timeframe T u
i , where Ij(T u

i ) = 0 denotes that u behaves
securely with respect to the jth ISA indicator in timeframe
T u
i . In contrast to Ij(T u

i ) = 1 which indicates that u behaves
unsecurely with respect to the jth ISA indicator in timeframe
T u
i .

• ISA(T u
i ) – The observed ISA of user u in timeframe T u

i , where

ISA(T u
i ) =

{
0, ∃j such that Ij(T u

i ) = 1
1, otherwise

Definition 1 (Context-based ISA Prediction). Given a time-series of
(1) historical user’s contexts C(T u

0 )...C(T
u
n ) and (2) historical user’s

ISA indicators I(T u)...I(T u), our goal is to predict ISA(T u ).
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the ISA scores derived for two users by the context-based, data-driven approach (black) and the method of Bitton et al. (yellow).
R

n

We denote this prediction as ISAscore(T u

n+1) ∈ [0, 1] such that 1
ndicates that we predict that u will be completely aware of cyber
threats in timeframe T u

n+1.

3.2. Rationale for calculating users’ ISA for short timeframes

We argue that users’ behavior is too complex to be repre-
sented using a single ISA measure. That is, it is quite possible that
a user with high security awareness will behave in an unsecure
manner in a certain context and vice versa. For this reason, we
believe that a user’s ISA score should be calculated continuously
for short timeframes.

To better emphasize the benefits of calculating a user’s ISA
score for short timeframes, we select two users from our dataset.
The users were selected based on their ground-truth behavior
(ISA), where one of the users performs multiple unsafe activ-
ities, and the other has only a few unsafe activities. We then
calculate their ISA scores (ISAscore) based on two different ap-
proaches: (1) the proposed context-based, data-driven approach
for assessing user’s ISA, which calculates users’ ISA scores for
short timeframes, and (2) a recently published, static, expert-
based method for assessing users’ ISA, which calculates a single
ISA score for a user [3] based on four different social engineer-
ing attack vectors: application-based attacks (application score,
e.g., Trojan application, permission abuse), man-in-the-middle at-
tacks (e.g., certificate manipulation), phishing attacks, and attacks
that are based on weak authentication (e.g., password cracking).

The results are presented in Fig. 1. The x-axis represents the
timeframe index, which is ordered chronologically, and the y-axis
represents the ISA score. The ground truth, ISA, (indicated by the
red background) denotes timeframes in which the user behaved
unsafely. The yellow line indicates the user’s ISA score derived
from the expert-based method, and the black line indicates the
score derived from the proposed data-driven approach. As can be
seen, the user classified with a low ISA score by the expert-based
method (the upper figure) has many more instances of unsafe
behavior compared to the user that was classified with a high ISA
score (the lower figure). However, it can also be seen that a user
with a high degree of security awareness can sometimes behave
unsafely and vice versa.

Unlike the expert-based method, our data-driven approach
provides ISA scores that are correlated with the users’ actual
behavior. For example, as seen in the lower figure, when the
user did not perform any unsafe activities, our score was in fact
high, reflecting the user’s actual activities, in contrast to the ISA
score obtained using the expert-based method which was fixed
at 0.6 and did not reflect changes in the user’s actual behavior.
These types of changes cannot be modeled by the expert-based
method. On the other hand, the proposed data-driven approach
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Table 1
Dataset collection — subject statistics.
User’s attribute Categories Distribution

Gender Male 0.66
Female 0.33

Age group 18–24 0.45
25–30 0.55

Academic status
Alumnus/Alumna 0.17
Graduate student 0.51
Undergraduate student 0.32

Faculty

Engineering 0.37
Humanities 0.32
Natural sciences 0.22
Other 0.09

Programming skills
Low 0.50
Medium 0.16
High 0.33

Build website
Low 0.66
Medium 0.26
High 0.07

(which considers the context of use) is able to capture these
changes. Thus, this example supports our assumption that con-
textual factors can be used to better assess the ISA of mobile
phone users.

3.3. Dataset

In this study, we use the dataset collected in the work of
Bitton et al. [3], which was collected from 120 subjects over a
period of seven to eight weeks. The subjects are 18 to 30 year-
old undergraduate students, graduate students, and alumni from
various disciplines. Descriptive statistics of the subject population
are presented in Table 1. As part of this work we are publishing
the dataset for academic and research purposes.4

The dataset was derived from three data sources: sensor read-
ings from a mobile device agent installed on the subjects’ smart-
phones; Internet traffic collected using a VPN client installed
on the subjects’ smartphones; and demographic attributes and
self-reported behavior collected using a security questionnaire.

Mobile device agent. The mobile device agent installed on the
subjects’ smartphones monitored their behavior continuously and
objectively thus providing us the ability to measure users’ ISA
in different situations. The mobile device agent’s complete list of
sensors is as follows:

4 https://bit.ly/3HTCj5i.
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• Wi-Fi – Records the connected Wi-Fi access point (SSID,
BSSID) and its security capabilities.

• blacktooth – Detects connected blacktooth devices.
• Traffic – Collects statistical information about the volume

of ingoing/outgoing network traffic for each package and
process on the mobile device.

• Installed apps – (1) Samples the installed applications and
their permissions, and (2) scans the installed packages in
VirusTotal and issues a notification when a package is up-
dated or removed.

• Running apps – Samples the running applications and pro-
cesses.

• Application changes – Monitors application updates, appli-
cation deletions, and application installations.

• Browser search – Monitors the browser searches and URLs,
scans the URLs in VirusTotal and Web of Trust.

• Emails – Provides statistics about the email account (email
sent, email received, spam received, etc.).

• SMS – Monitors links sent in SMSs.
• Hardware – Collects model and brand information.
• Software – Collects information about the OS, build number,

and firmware.
• Root checker – Checks whether the device is rooted.
• Screen lock – Checks which type of screen lock is used (PIN,

pattern, none, etc.).

Internet traffic. The users’ Internet traffic was collected by using
a VPN client installed on the subjects’ smartphones. Monitoring
the users’ Internet traffic allowed us to extract users’ behavioral
attributes passively, i.e., it did not require any collaboration from
the users. We focus on four behavioral attributes:

• Domain names — We inspect the domains exchanged within
application layers’ protocols (e.g., HTTP host, SSL server
name). We identify two domain categories that could be
indicative of users’ high or low security awareness level:
information security-based categories (such as spam, ads,
malware, etc.) and content based categories that focus on
the content of the session (such as social networks or email).

• Application level protocols — We focus on two application
level protocols: HTTP and TLS. Inspecting the header of an
HTTP packet could reveal general information about a user’s
smartphone. Specifically, we can extract the device model
and operating system from the user-agent field. This infor-
mation can be used to better understand whether the user is
conscientious about updating his/her operating system. The
application level protocol of the TLS can be used to detect
when a user accepts an untrusted SSL/TLS certificate.

• Transport layer protocols — We detect unencrypted proto-
cols in which the user transmits private information
(e.g., email addresses, passwords, credit card numbers, GPS
coordinates) by employing a deep packet inspection (DPI)
process.

• Contextual-based data — We examine the user’s behavior
within a specific context of use, e.g., clicking malicious links
while reading emails. This type of data could not be evalu-
ated directly from the raw traffic due to the encryption of
the raw network traffic. However, it can be learned by us-
ing indirect indicators, e.g., analyzing users’ communication
with email services.

Security questionnaire. Today, the most common method for
assessing users’ ISA is to use a security questionnaire [6,16,17].
The questions in the questionnaire utilized in our study focus on
three areas:
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• Likelihood for performing an action — In Appendix, we
present the security questionnaire used to measure the
likelihood that the user will perform a certain action. All
the questions were measured according to a five-point Lik-
ert scale with the following answers: ‘‘Never’’, ‘‘Unlikely’’,
‘‘Medium Likelihood’’, ‘‘Very Likely’’, and ‘‘Always’’.

• Device connectivity — An additional set of questions was
used to measure the frequency with which device connec-
tivity was turned off. The question was ‘‘How often do you
turn off the following components in your device?’’ for the
mobile components of GPS, Wi-Fi, NFC, and blacktooth. The
answers were: ‘‘Always off, ‘‘Unless needed’’, ‘‘Turned on
when needed, but often forget to turn off’’, ‘‘Turned on if the
battery allows’’, ‘‘Always on’’, and ‘‘I didn’t know it could be
turned off’’.

• Updating a service or application — We used a set of secu-
rity questions to measure the frequency of updating a ser-
vice/application. The question was ‘‘How frequently do you
update the following services/applications on your smart-
phone?’’ regarding the following: operating system, sys-
tem application (e.g., web browser)s, security applications
(e.g., anti-virus), and other applications (e.g., Facebook). The
answers were: ‘‘I use auto-update’’, ‘‘When I receive a noti-
fication’’, ‘‘Once a month’’, ‘‘Once in six months’’, and ‘‘Only
when I must’’.

The dataset includes undergraduate students, graduate stu-
dents, and alumni from two academic institutions located in two
different regions. When we analyzed the dataset more closely,
we saw that (1) users’ geographical locations were spread across
the country; and (2) users had different applications installed on
their mobile devices. More specifically, popular applications, such
as WhatsApp, Chrome, Waze, Facebook, Shazam, Skype, Gett, and
Instagram were installed on more than 50% of the devices. On the
other hand, most of the applications were installed on less than
20% of the devices, and more than 40% of the applications were
installed on only one device. Therefore, the population examined
in this research is quite diverse.

In order to label the dataset, we use the taxonomy presented
in [41], which defines the criteria for a security aware smartphone
user. Specifically, we define eight behaviors which indicate that
the user is unsafe in a given context of use. The user behaviors
were defined based on the top mobile security threat categories
(mentioned in the 2020 Kaspersky report5):

1. ISA Indicator 1 — Visiting a malicious website. We use
VirusTotal6 to classify visits to malicious websites. Visiting
a malicious website can expose mobile users to different
dangerous cyber threats, e.g., phishing, account hijacking,
malicious QR bar codes. Moreover, visiting a malicious
website could result in exposing the user’s browser to gain
system-level privileges or even stealing the user’s sensitive
information from the mobile phone’s embedded sensors
(e.g., camera, GPS, fingerprint, accelerometer) [42,43].

2. ISA Indicator 2 — Accepting an untrusted SSL/TLS certifi-
cate. Recent papers [44,45] and attack case studies [46,47]
indicate that accepting an untrusted certificate is a dan-
gerous behavior.7 To measure this behavior, we counted
network sessions that included untrusted certificates (the
classification as untrusted certificate was performed using

5 https://www.kaspersky.com/resource-center/threats/top-seven-mobile-
ecurity-threats-smart-phones-tablets-and-mobile-internet-devices-what-the-
uture-has-in-store.
6 http://www.virustotal.com/.
7 https://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240214897/Apple-users-at-risk-
f-SSL-man-in-the-middle-attack.
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OpenSSL) but were not terminated immediately after the
handshake, which indicates that the user accepted the un-
trusted SSL/TLS certificates. To eliminate ‘false positives’ we
filtered out localhost connections, which in many cases can
indicate a security aware person who intentionally accepts
untrusted certificates in internal networks.

3. ISA Indicator 3 — Clicking on pop-ups or advertise-
ments. This indicator was extracted from the user’s ‘net-
work traffic.’ Specifically, we counted instances where the
user
visited domains that are classified by Web of Trust and
VirusTotal as advertisement sites and analytical services.

4. ISA Indicator 4 – Transmission of private information
over an unencrypted network protocol. We identify the
transmission of private information (e.g., the transmission
of private content, such as email addresses, phone num-
bers, and credit card numbers) within the user’s unen-
crypted network traffic. This could be caused by (1) the
existence of untrusted applications, which do not use the
standard encryption AIP to send data to the server; (2) dan-
gerous permissions given by the users to an untrusted ap-
plication. In both cases, this indicator points to low security
awareness.

5. ISA Indicator 5 — Downloading files in an unsecure man-
ner. Downloading files in an unsecure manner (e.g., over
HTTP), exposes the user to man-in-the-middle attacks.
Specifically, a man-in-the-middle attacker can replace/
change files downloaded via HTTP, which compromise the
file’s integrity.

6. ISA Indicator 6 — Connecting to an unsecure Wi-Fi net-
work. We identify users that connected to unsecured Wi-Fi
networks without using a VPN. Connecting to untrusted
Wi-Fi networks increases the chances of exposing the users
to eavesdropping, SSL strip, and man-in-the-middle at-
tacks [42,48,49].8.

7. ISA Indicator 7 — Installing unsafe applications. In the
Android operating system third-party applications need to
request the user to grant sensitive permissions through the
access control mechanism at run-time or during an up-
date [50]. Additionally, updating applications is indicative
of the users’ ISA as it is being studied through question-
naires [16,20]. An attacker can hack the access control
mechanism with social engineering attacks, or due to the
user’s limited understanding [42,51]. Therefore, we iden-
tify unsafe applications that the user installed on his/her
mobile phone. We define an unsafe application based on
the VirusTotal scan or if the application used more than 14
sensitive permissions, such as recording audio, using the
camera, sending and reading SMS messages, etc.

8. ISA Indicator 8 — Clicking on URLs from an SMS. Examine
different mobile phone infections, previous works indicate
that malicious websites are mostly delivered by blacktooth
and SMS messages [42,52]. Therefore, we identify when
the user clicked on URLs that he/she received in an SMS
message. For this indicator, we focus only on messages that
the user received from mobile phones that are not part of
the user’s contacts.

If we identify one of the above behaviors within the timeframe of
a given context of use, we label the context as ‘the user is unsafe’,
ISA(T u

i ) = 0. Otherwise, we label the context as ‘the user is safe’,
ISA(T u

i ) = 1.
The distributions of the ISA indicators based on a timeframe of

five minutes are presented in Table 2. We also present the data

8 https://www.cybsafe.com/research/security-behaviour-database/
ehaviours/disabling-automatically-connect-to-wi-fi-on-mobile-devices/.
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Table 2
Distribution of ISA indicators in the dataset (based on a five-minute
timeframe).
Category Dist.

The user is safe 0.7548
The user is unsafe 0.2451

- ISA Ind. 1 – Visiting a malicious website 0.0577
- ISA Ind. 2 – Accepting an untrusted SSL/TLS certificate 0.0113
- ISA Ind. 3 – Clicking on pop-ups or advertisements 0.0127
- ISA Ind. 4 – Transmission of private information 0.8818
- ISA Ind. 5 – Downloading files in an unsecure manner 0.0013
- ISA Ind. 6 – Connecting to an unsecure Wi-Fi network 0.0321
- ISA Ind. 7 – Installing unsafe applications 0.0025
- ISA Ind. 8 – Clicking on URLs from SMSs messages 0.0003

Table 3
Data source and sampling rate for all ISA indicators.
ISA indicator Data source

ISA Indicator 1 Agent or Traffic
ISA Indicator 2 Traffic
ISA Indicator 3 Agent or Traffic
ISA Indicator 4 Traffic
ISA Indicator 5 Traffic
ISA Indicator 6 Agent
ISA Indicator 7 Agent
ISA Indicator 8 Agent

source for each ISA indicator in Table 3. The sampling rate for
all indicators was event-based, i.e., each indicator was recorded
based on the user’s actions. The probability of observing one of
the eight behaviors indicating users’ security unawareness in a
five-minute timeframe is 0.2451. As can be observed, in most
cases (0.8818), the unaware behavior is exhibited by transmission
of private information over unencrypted network protocol. In order
to detect personal information that was sent in an unsecure
manner, we implement a dedicated deep packet inspection (DPI)
process [53,54]. Specifically, we reconstruct the TCP session, and
for any non-TLS transmission we also decode GZIP/XML/JSON
encoded traffic and extract the content in a readable format. This
content is then analyzed using regular expressions and string
matching techniques, to identify personal information, such as
email addresses, username and password pairs, phone numbers,
and credit card numbers. The information most commonly seen
consists of username and password pairs.

Focusing more closely on the personal information, we note
that the user must specifically grant permission allowing a given
application to send his/her private information. In order to dis-
cern between active user actions vs actions made by a back-
ground process, we implement a simple procedure that filters
actions made by a background process.

Ethical considerations. The data collection process includes sen-
sitive and private information of users’ identities (such as age
and gender) and their routine activities (such as browsing habits).
Therefore, the data collection process has been fully approved by
the institutional review board (IRB).

3.4. The contextual factors used for assessing users’ ISA

In order to assess the ISA of mobile phone users, we use
previously observed ISA indicators and the following contextual
factors: temporal information, points of interest (POIs), brows-
ing habits, and the user information. The contextual factors are
extracted over time, using a sliding window feature extraction
technique (except for the user information which is static). We
focus only on timeframes that contain an occurrence of any
contextual factors or ISA indicators. For each user, we order all of
the data chronologically and use time threshold of five minutes
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Table 4
Data source and sampling rate for all contextual factors.

Data Data source Sampling rate

Temp. Day of week Agent or Traffic Continuously
Part of day Agent or Traffic Continuously

POI GPS coordinates Agent Every 15 min

Browsing habits

External services – URL Traffic Event-based
External services – DNS Traffic Event-based
HTML components – iframe Traffic Event-based
HTML components – applet plugin Traffic Event-based
URL’s features – URL address Traffic Event-based
URL’s features – Length of URL Traffic Event-based
URL’s features – Symbols Traffic Event-based
URL’s features – Browsing behavior Traffic Event-based

User Info.

Gender Questionnaire Static
Age group Questionnaire Static
Academic status Questionnaire Static
Academic faculty Questionnaire Static
Ability to build websites Questionnaire Static
Programming skills Questionnaire Static

n

R

o

as the timeframe. It should be noted that we use non-overlapping
sliding windows. The contextual factors and their data sources
and sampling rates are presented in Table 4.

Temporal information. Previous works [55,56] proposed robust
methods by discretizing users’ temporal information to different
bins, thus managing to achieve accurate recommendations for
various tasks of recommendation systems. Motivated by these
studies, we extract the following features to model users’ tem-
poral contexts: the day of the week (1–7) and the part of the
day (night 00:00–06:00, morning 06:00–12:00, afternoon 12:00–
18:00, and evening 18:00–00:00). The temporal information is
represented using two ordinal variables for each timeframe.

Points of interest (POIs). We extract users’ POIs based on sam-
pled GPS coordinates (i.e., latitude and longitude). We define
a POI as the semantic meaning of a physical location sampled
by the GPS coordinates for a given timeframe. We extract the
semantic meaning (e.g., residential, commercial, restaurant) for
each pair of GPS coordinates using OpenStreetMap [57], and treat
this feature as categorical. Using the POI we are able to capture
the user’s location and to learn the POIs in which the user is
less aware of cyber threatens [26]. Moreover, by using generic
location categories derived from OpenStreetMap, and not specific
geolocation coordinates, we managed to create a robust model
that could be applied on different areas.

Browsing habits. We extract the visited URLs from the users’
Internet traffic. The visited URLs include the entire browsing his-
tory, as well as indications of application usage. Recent works [33,
58,59] showed that URLs’ metadata could be beneficial for detect-
ing phishing attempts and malicious websites. Motivated by these
studies, we also use URLs’ metadata to extract features that could
be indicative of users’ ISA assessments. In particular, we extract
the following features:

• External services — we check whether the visited URL is in
the top 100,000 visited websites, using the Alexa service,9
similar to the work of [33]; we also examine whether the
domain name server (DNS) of the URL exists, using the
WHOIS service, similar to work of [58].

• HTML components — we check the number of times that
the iframe tag and applet plugin appeared in the HTML of
the visited URL, since they can be indicative of malicious
websites [58].

9 https://www.alexa.com/.
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• URL’s features — we treat the URLs as categorical feature
and extract additional features based on the URL’s textual
address similar to previous works [19,59]: the length of the
URL, the number of times that the URL contains a dot, dash,
double backslash, or the at symbol (@).

• Users’ previous browsing behavior — based on the work
of [33], we extract features that can be used to imply the
users’ behavior and features that are indicative of the num-
ber of times that the user was exposed to malicious sites
in the past, and compute the ratio between the number of
previously visited malware websites and all of the user’s
visited websites.

User information. Motivated by the findings presented in previ-
ous studies [23,24,41], we utilize the following user demographic
attributes to assess users’ ISA: gender, age groups (two groups:
18–24 years-old and 25–30 years-old), academic status (under-
graduate student, graduate student, alumnus/alumna), and aca-
demic background/faculty (engineering, humanities, or natural
sciences). Note that in contrast to other contextual factors which
vary over time, users information is static, and therefore it is
fixed across the different timeframes. In addition, we consider
users’ technical experience, such as the their ability to build web-
sites, and their programming skills (divided into three groups:
low, medium, high). All user information is represented using
categorical variables.

Using all of the above-mentioned contextual factors, we are
able to collect information regarding the user identity, draw-
ing a full picture for the user’s physical state, and answer on
four important questions: ‘‘when the user performed a recent
activity?’’ with the context of the temporal information context,
‘‘where the user has been recently active?’’ with the POI context,
‘‘what a recent activity the user performed?’’ with the browsing
habit context, and ‘‘who is the user?’’ with the user information
context.

Data processing and integration. We represent the POIs with a
binary vector (each POI has an entry in the vector), and for each
visited POI entry in each timeframe we marked ‘1’. The browsing
habit features were processed as follows: the external services
were mapped to binary values, the HTML components (e.g., the
number of times that the iframe tag), and URL’s features (e.g., the
number of times the URL contains a dot) were normalized by
the number of URLs in each timeframe. We also represent the
URLs with a binary vector (similar to the POI representation).
Each feature values from the temporal information (e.g., day of
week) and user’s information (e.g., gender, age group) contexts
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Fig. 2. The deep learning architecture used to implement our context-based, data-driven approach.
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were mapped to numeric values. We also use a binary vector to
represent ISA indicators, and for each detected ISA indicator in
each timeframe we marked ‘1’. The integration was performed
based on the actual observed user behavior and sampled sensors
in each timeframe. For instance, if the user did not opened any
URL, the URL binary vector values were consist only of zeros.

3.5. Network architecture

Each contextual factor changes with a different frequency;
therefore we use different approaches for representing the var-
ious contextual factors. Specifically, in order to represent the
browsing habits, POIs, and ISA indicators, which change with high
frequency, we utilize a gated recurrent unit (GRU) and attention
layers (the orange area in Fig. 2), based on the concatenation of
these sequential contextual factors. We use embedding and dense
layers (the yellow area in Fig. 2) to represent user and temporal
information (which are fixed for many timeframes).

Gated recurrent unit. A GRU is a variant of a recurrent neural
network (RNN) that is able to capture lengthy time series in-
formation. The GRU concept, introduced by Cho et al. [60], can
selectively remember and update previous information.

Attention layer. Attention is a vector of weights that measure
the contribution of each part in the input vector [61]. Attention
layers have been shown to be effective at capturing complex
patterns by focusing on the most relevant information in the
input sequences [15]. The GRU units are able to capture long-term
dependencies, however a GRU cannot model the contribution of
each hidden state to the latent representation of the context. In
order to address this limitation, we add an attention layer to the
output of the GRU.

First, we scale the output of the GRU hidden states, and then
we use the softmax function in order to calculate the weights
f each part of the scaled hidden units. Finally, we multiply
he weights of the output of the GRU hidden states. Formally,
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equations:

st = tanh(Wsht + bs)

t =
exp(st )∑n
i=1 exp(si)

â =

n∑
i=1

hiai

(1)

such that in st , we apply a tanh on the vector ht , which is the
GRU’s hidden units’ output at timestamp t , with the weights Ws
and bias bs. In at , we apply the softmax function on st and use â
o represent the dot product on ht with at .

Using this calculation allows us to focus on the most impor-
ant parts of the GRU outputs, thus improving the sequential
ontextual factors’ representation.

mbedding and dense layers. Embedding layers are hidden lay-
rs that represent high-dimensional data with a compressed rep-
esentation. The embedding representation was shown to be
seful for various applications, such as representing words [62],
sers’ stay points [63], graph representations [64], and even facial
ecognition [65]. In this study, we propose using embedding
ayers to represent the user information which is fixed across all
f the timeframes. Therefore, we used a simple embedding layer
o integrate the categorical variables into the neural network.
y using the embedding representation within the deep learning
rchitecture, we are able to capture hidden patterns within the
ser information and other contextual factors. We leverage these
atterns to improve ISA assessment accuracy.
Dense layers are hidden layers that represent high-

imensional data with a compressed representation by applying a
athematical activation function (e.g., ReLU). In our network we
se dense layers to represent temporal contexts and the following
ser information: gender, academic status, programming skills,
nd the ability to build websites.

ultilayer Perceptron (MLP). We use fully connected dense
ayers in order to provide ISA assessments (the black area in
ig. 2).
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. Evaluation

.1. Evaluation settings and methods

ardware. We implement our deep learning framework on a
achine with the following settings: a GPU card of RTX 2080,
PU of Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4214 CPU @ 2.20 GHz and 72G of
AM, Samsung DDR4 2666 MHz.

ptimization. To find the optimal network parameters, we em-
loy the Bayesian optimization framework [66] and report on
he optimal parameters and the examined parameter ranges.
or selecting the optimal dense and embedding size we exam-
ne different values from the range of [1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30].
dditionally, to select the optimal number of GRU units we ex-
mine the range of [10, 15, 20, 25, 30]. We also use the range
f [10, 20, 30] for selecting the optimal number of epochs, and
he range of [32, 64, 128, 256] for the selecting the optimal batch
ize. We examine the value range of [0.0001, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01]
o select the optimal learning rate. We train the models using
ackpropagation through time, with the Adam optimizer. The
ptimized selected parameters are as follows:

• GRU — In our network implementation we use 30 GRU
units to represent the sequential contextual factors. All GRU
units analyze six timestamps (each timestamp represents
a timeframe) simultaneously. That is, when analyzing con-
textual factors that change with high frequency, our model
considers six timeframes to derive the latent context. For
instance, if the time threshold (for the sliding window) is
set at five minutes, then each latent context is constructed
based on the previous 30 min.

• Embedding and dense layers — We set 10 units for each
of the embedding layers that represent the user’s age and
academic faculty, 15 units for the embedding layer that rep-
resents the user’s ID, and 15 neurons with ReLU activation
for all of the neurons in all of the dense layers.

• MLP — we use four dense layers (with 50, 20, 5, and 1
neuron(s) respectively) to represent the latent context and
predict a user’s ISA. We use ReLU as the activation function
for all of the neurons in the first four layers, and sigmoid in
the last layer.

e also use 10 epochs (and a batch size of 256), where the learn-
ng rate is set at 0.01. In addition, to cope with the imbalanced
ataset, we use the weighted cross-entropy loss function, with
he proportion of 1:5 for aware and unaware ISA classes.

valuation methods. We use the following two evaluation meth-
ds:

• Time-based estimation — In this evaluation method, the data
of each user is first put into chronological order and then
split so that the first 60% of the records are used for training
the model, the next 20% used to validate the model, and the
remaining 20% are used for testing the model. Unless we
specify otherwise, this was the evaluation method used.

• User-based cross-validation — In this evaluation method, the
users are divided into 10 groups, each of which is composed
of 12 users. Then, we train the models with 10-fold cross-
validation over the 10 groups so that each time a different
group is used as the test set. This ensures that new users
that were not observed in the training phase are assessed in
the testing phase. We specify when this evaluation method
is used.
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Table 5
AUC and F1 score for the ISA assessments for all timeframes with the
contextual-based approach and the expert-based method.
Measure Expert-based method Contextual-based approach

AUC 0.4920 0.8675
F1 score 0.6161 0.8206

4.2. Evaluation measures

In all of our experimenters we use applicable and realistic
timeframes of five minuets. In order to measure our model’s
performance, we use the following measurements:

• AUC — The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is one of the
most common measures used for evaluating classification
tasks [67,68]. The ROC curve is created by plotting the true
positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) for
different classification thresholds. Thus, the AUC reflects the
average performance of the classifier with different classifi-
cation thresholds. Note that a higher AUC indicates better
performance.

• F1 Score — The F1 score measures the harmonic mean
of the precision and recall [69]. It is also a very common
measure used to evaluate classification tasks, especially in
unbalanced problems.

4.3. Results — assessing the ISA of mobile phone users

General performance. In order to demonstrate that the proposed
method can be used to assess users’ ISA with high accuracy, we
apply the time-based estimation evaluation method. The results
are reported in Table 5. As can be seen, the proposed method
yields high AUC values. The practical implication of the reported
performance is that the proposed approach can accurately model
changes in the user’s context and thus identify, in advance, that
a user is more likely to be less aware of cybersecurity threats.

Baseline comparison. To better emphasize the benefits of a
context-based, data-driven approach, which considers contex-
tual factors and derives a user’s ISA score dynamically for short
timeframes, we compare the proposed approach with the expert-
based method [3], which derives a single ISA score for each user
(as described in Section 3.2).

To put the two methods on the same scale, we used the single
ISA score derived by the expert-based method for each user as the
ISA score of all of the user’s timeframes. The results are reported
in Table 5. As can be seen, the proposed method dramatically
outperforms the expert-based method. These results emphasize
the main gap between the current ISA assessment methods and
the proposed approach. Namely, users’ behavior is too complex
to be represented using a single ISA measure. That is, it is quite
possible that a user with high security awareness will behave in
an unsecure manner in a certain context and vice versa.

Performance relative to different ISA indicators. We are also
interested in understanding how different ISA indicators (which
are used to calculate the ground truth) affect the performance of
the proposed method. Therefore, we calculate the accuracy of the
model with respect to the most frequent ISA indicators of un-
safe behavior: sending private information in an unsecure man-
ner (private information), visiting a malicious website (malicious
website), connecting to an unsecure Wi-Fi network (unsecure
Wi-Fi), and clicking on pop-ups or advertisements. The results are
presented in Fig. 3.

As can be seen, the proposed method was better at classifying
aware timeframes, obtaining a true positive rate (TPR) of 86%.
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Fig. 3. Classification accuracy with respect to different ISA indicators.

Fig. 4. Boxplot describing the AUC score of all users when excluding different
ontextual factors.

xploring the unaware timeframes, the data-driven approach’s
est performance was observed when classifying timeframes in
hich the user sent private information in an unsecure manner,
btaining a TPR of 80% in this case, and in the ISA indicator
f clicking on pop-ups or advertisements, with a TPR of 72%.
he weakest performance was observed for the ISA indicators
n which the user connected to an unsecure Wi-Fi network and
isited a malicious website, which obtained a TPR of 55% and 56%
espectively. We attribute this to the fact that these unsecure
ehaviors are less common in our dataset (see Table 2). Thus,
ith less data for these ISA indicators, the data-driven approach
as unable to learn the user’s patterns, resulting in poor perfor-
ance. In contrast, the data-driven approach achieved the best
erformance for the ISA indicator in which the user sent private
nformation in an unsecure manner, which is the most common
SA indicator in the dataset.
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Fig. 5. The AUC performance based on different user attributes.

ontribution of the context. We perform the following experi-
ment to better understand the contribution of the different con-
textual factors to the ISA assessment: First, we only use the
complete set of contextual factors to assess users’ ISA. Then,
we create a subset of contextual factors by excluding a single
contextual factor from the complete set and use that subset to
assess users’ ISA. The results of this experiment are reported in
Fig. 4. This figure presents a boxplot for all users for each excluded
contextual factor. We refer to the network’s performance based
on all contextual factors and ISA indicators as ‘None.’

Exploring the results, we can observe that the largest deviation
in the AUC performance is found by excluding two contextual
factors: ‘POI’ and ‘Browsing Habits.’ These factors are able to
capture the user’s dynamic behavior in the physical space with
short timeframes. To verify the significance of these results, we
perform the Mann–Whitney U test. In this case, the input for
the Mann–Whitney U test is a set of users, where each user
is represented by his/her AUC with and without the excluded
factor. All results were found to be significant (p < 0.001). This
emphasizes the contribution of all selected contextual factors for
providing accurate ISA assessments.

Ablation study. To better understand the contribution of dif-
ferent components of the suggested deep learning architecture,
we assess users’ ISA without each of the examined components.
More specifically, we examine the necessity of the MLP and the
attention layer. When the MLP was not employed, the AUC and
F1 score were 0.8602 and 0.8103 respectively, while when the
attention layer was not employed, the AUC and F1 score were
0.8596 and 0.8170 respectively. In both cases, we can see that
the AUC and F1 score decreased, highlighting the contribution of
the MLP and attention layer in obtaining more accurate results
for the ISA assessment task.

Performance subject to different user attributes. We examine
the performance of the data-driven approach by measuring the
AUC based on different user attributes and present the results in
Fig. 5. We observe that the smallest AUC differences between user
attributes were found for the demographic attribute of gender.
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n contrast, the largest differences were found for the age group
ttribute. To verify the significance of these results, we perform
he Mann–Whitney U test, which is a nonparametric test that is
ot sensitive to the input data distribution type [70]. In our case,
he input for the Mann–Whitney U test is a set of users, where
ach user is represented by his/her AUC based on his/her demo-
raphic attribute. The results are significant for the demographic
ttribute of age group, with a p-value and test statistic of 0.005

and 814 respectively. This analysis could indicate that the data-
driven approach was better at learning older users’ (between the
ages of 25–30) contextual factors to provide more accurate ISA
assessments than learning the contextual factors of younger users
(between the ages of 18–24).

Additionally, we observe that the AUC of the students with an
engineering background is higher than users with a background
in the natural sciences or humanities. We also see that the AUC
is lower for users with a low level of programming skills than
that of more highly-skilled users. However, these differences
were not shown to be significant. Focusing on the user’s gender,
we observe the lowest AUC differences between male users and
female users. This result is consistent with a prior study [3] that
demonstrated that the difference between the users’ gender is not
significant for assessing users’ ISA.

Assessing the ISA of new users. We also explore the capability
of our approach to assess the ISA of new users that were not
observed in the training set. In this experiment, we used user-
based cross-validation, as described in Section 4.1. The results
show that the proposed method can be used to assess the ISA of
new users, obtaining an average AUC and F1 score of 0.814 and
0.772 respectively for this task. These results indicate that we can
employ the data-driven approach to assess new users’ ISA with
high confidence. Additionally, we report a standard deviation
of 0.06 and 0.07 respectively for the AUC and F1 score across
different folds when performing user-based cross-validation. This
indicates that our method is robust for different users across
different folds.

4.4. Comparison with different machine learning models

We perform a comprehensive evaluation by comparing the
suggested deep learning framework implementing our approach
to (1) an expert system-based method, which is the state-of-the-
art and most commonly used solution for assessing users’ ISA (the
results are presented in Section 4.3), (2) different implementation
methods for our approach using traditional machine learning
classifiers: decision tree, random forest, logistic regression, Ad-
aBoost, and CatBoost, and (3) three advanced deep learning ar-
chitectures that were found to be effective for performing related
cybersecurity tasks [71,72]:

• CNN with GRU [73]. This architecture, which was presented
by [73], was shown to be effective in classifying differ-
ent types of malware (e.g., virus, worm, Trojan) with high
accuracy. The CNN with GRU architecture consists of four
components: in the first component the authors used a con-
volutional neural network (CNN). In the second component
a gated recurrent unit (GRU) with 20 units was used. In
the third component they used a multilayer perceptron. The
multilayer perceptron consists of two layers; the first and
second layers are composed of ten and five units respec-
tively. In the final component a single neuron with sigmoid
was used. This architecture was used to classify malware to
their respective different families.

• Deep autoencoder [74]. The deep autoencoder was used
to predict intrusion detection system attacks based on the
denial-of-service, user to root, and remote to local and
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Table 6
ML methods and the proposed deep learning architecture for assessing users’
ISA.
Model AUC (SD) F1 score (SD)

Decision tree 0.6242 (0.06) 0.6854 (0.14)
Random forest 0.6876 (0.09) 0.7741 (0.13)
Logistic regression 0.7406 (0.11) 0.7017 (0.17)
CatBoost 0.7674 (0.11) 0.7550 (0.17)
AdaBoost 0.6215 (0.06) 0.6897 (0.14)
CNN with GRU 0.8284 (0.11) 0.8045 (0.11)
Deep autoencoder 0.8349 (0.11) 0.7713 (0.15)
GRU with SVM 0.8245 (0.11) 0.8058 (0.13)

Proposed architecture 0.8675 (0.10) 0.8206 (0.10)

probing categories. We implemented the model presented
by [74], which used a deep autoencoder (DAE) and proved
to be effective for building an intrusion detection system.
The autoencoder consists of seven layers: the first layer is
composed of 20 units, the second and the third layers are
composed of ten units, the fourth layer is composed of five
units, and the fifth and sixth layers are composed of ten
units. The final layer is composed of a single neuron with
sigmoid.

• GRU with SVM [75]. We used the architecture introduced
by [75] for the classification of the intrusion detection task,
based on network traffic data from the honeypot systems
of Kyoto University. This architecture consists of a GRU that
composed of 20 units and a support vector machine (SVM)
on top of it.

In order to set a fair comparison, we optimize all deep learning
models with the same optimization framework [66] used for op-
timizing the suggested deep learning architecture. Furthermore,
to find the optimal parameters we use the same range of values
as examined for the suggested deep learning architecture (men-
tioned in Section 4.1). We also use the same contextual factors
and previously observed ISA indicators as input, i.e., the input for
all of the ML methods and deep learning architectures described
above was a vector, which is the result of a concatenation of
all of the contextual factors and ISA indicators mentioned in
Section 3.4. We present the AUC and F1 score achieved with the
various deep learning architectures in Table 6. In the table we also
present the standard deviation (SD) of each measurement based
on the performance of all users.

In the table, we can observe that the best performance was
achieved by the DNN models: CNN with GRU, deep autoencoder,
GRU with SVM and the proposed architecture. These results in-
dicate that users’ ISA can be predicted with high accuracy using
deep learning models based on contextual information.

In order to validate the significance of the results, we per-
form statistical tests based on the AUC obtained for each user
in the test set. First, we perform the Friedman test, which is a
nonparametric statistical test. The null hypothesis of this test is
that multiple paired samples have the same distribution, i.e., all
models will obtain similar AUC performance. We reject the null
hypothesis for the test with a p-value that is less than 0.001 and
a test statistic of 649. Next, we use the Bonferroni–Dunn test to
determine whether our framework performed significantly better
than all of the other baselines examined. The results of this test
were found to be significant with a p-value of 0.01, except with
the CNN with GRU architecture where the results were not found
to be significant.

Similarly, we perform the Friedman test based on the users’
F1 score and reject the null hypothesis with a p-value that is
less than 0.001 and a test statistic of 439. Then, we perform
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Fig. 6. AUC and F1 score for different learning periods before providing an ISA
assessment.

to be significant with a p-value of 0.05, except with the CNN
with GRU architecture where the results were not found to be
significant. Based on the statistical tests’ results, we can conclude
the our method statistically outperformed all baselines, except
for the CNN with GRU architecture. This could be explained by
the fact that in both our suggested architecture and the CNN
with GRU architecture we used the same GRU component to
model the time series based contextual information. Neverthe-
less, our architecture performed better than the CNN with GRU
architecture. These results highlight the ability of the proposed
architecture to capture all of the contextual factors based on their
type: sequential or static. Thus, the architecture can be used to
capture various hidden patterns and connections between the
contextual factors and the user’s ISA.

4.5. Evaluating number of learning periods

We examine different learning periods for the task of pro-
viding an ISA assessment and present the results in Fig. 6. For
example, for a given user, learning for a 15 min period (three
timeframes of five minutes each) before providing his/her ISA
assessment for the next five minutes results in AUC and F1 score
of 0.80 and 0.75 respectively.

When examining the results further, we observe that the
optimal learning time is 30 min. Using less learning time (five
or 15 min) results in the lowest AUC and F1 score. Therefore,
we conclude that for a short learning period, the user’s behavior
with respect to his/her context is not captured well by the deep
learning architecture. Using more than 30 min results in less
accurate ISA assessments, with a small decrease in the AUC and
F1 score. This could be explained by the fact that the user’s
behavior is recurrent over long learning time periods, thus the
deep learning architecture cannot capture new information about
the user. An interesting phenomenon observed for the longest
learning time of 90 min, is the large decrease found in the AUC
and F1 score. We conclude that for long learning periods, some of
the data is very repetitive, which can be interpreted by the model
as noise and make the behavior patterns less recognizable, thus
harming the architecture’s performance.

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the novelty of the context-based,
data-driven approach and suggest different applications for con-
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5.1. Providing ISA assessments with a context-based, data-driven
approach

In this study, we propose a novel context-based, data-driven
approach for evaluating users’ ISA. We showed that today’s most
common approach [3], static scores, are insufficient for evaluating
users’ ISA, since in our evaluation they performed the poorest,
achieving the lowest AUC, and F1 results. These results emphasize
the gap between the current ISA assessment methods and our
proposed approach. We also demonstrated that our proposed
approach reflects the users’ actual behavior, achieving the highest
results. This can be explained by the fact that the context-based,
data-driven approach is able to capture users’ dynamic behavior
unlike traditional ISA scores, which are fixed and static. These
results also indicate that the user’s ISA can be learned based on
his/her contextual information, e.g., the user’s location, etc.

We also confirmed that browsing habits and POIs learned from
the user’s routine are crucial for evaluating users’ ISA and that a
half an hour is the optimal amount of learning time for evaluating
a user’s ISA in the next five minutes. These findings are important,
since they can serve as the basis of future mobile phone sampling
strategies and solutions.

Overall, all deep learning architectures achieved high per-
formance for assessing users’ ISA. This can indicate that deep
learning based methods can capture hidden patterns between
contextual factors and users’ ISA. Moreover, these results high-
light the use of our approach to use contextual information for
assessing users’ ISA. The high results achieved by the proposed
deep learning architecture can be explained by the fact that
the proposed architecture is designed specifically for the task
of predicting users’ ISA, i.e., we model each contextual factor
with its own representation, based on the information type. For
example, we model the browsing habits, POIs, and ISA indicators
with a GRU and attention layer, since they are vary over time and
are considered sequential information. Furthermore, we can see
that the proposed architecture can also be used successfully for
predicting the ISA of new users and that this architecture is robust
for different users.

5.2. Applications

5.2.1. Personalized ISA training programs
Security awareness training programs are educational work-

shops that equip employees with tools to identify, mitigate, and
report social engineering attacks [76]. These training programs
utilize creative methods to deliver security awareness content,
such as attack simulations, interactive web modules, videos,
games, posters, and newsletters [77,78]. The social engineering
attack landscape is rapidly evolving, with novel attack vectors
that utilize different psychological manipulation techniques. With
thousands of training modules available, enterprises are faced
with two primary challenges: a limited training budget [76] and
employees’ lack of personal motivation for training [2]. The first
challenge stems from the fact that user training is a very time-
consuming task that is often performed during working hours.
Consequently, the enterprise must allocate a dedicated budget
for this task. The second challenge arises because training work-
shops are not tailored to the individual needs of each employee.
Employees are often required to participate in training work-
shops that are not necessarily correlated to their vulnerabilities,
resulting in user fatigue and reduced motivation [76]. Using the
proposed context-based, data-driven approach, enterprises can
continuously identify the contexts in which a person is more
likely to be vulnerable. Furthermore, the proposed approach
allows enterprises to identify which attack vectors an individual
user is vulnerable to. With this knowledge, enterprises can tailor
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raining workshops to the individual needs of each employee. For
nstance, instead of requiring all employees to participate in the
ame training workshops, enterprises can wisely select the rele-
ant training workshop for each employee, thus reducing training
osts and user fatigue, resulting in more effective training.

.2.2. Adaptive IT security policy
The information technology (IT) security policy defines the

ules and procedures for accessing and using an enterprise’s IT
ssets and resources. It is one of the most important controls
vailable for managing and ensuring information security effec-
iveness. An effective IT security policy must consider users’ needs
or available, accurate, and reliable information, as well as an
nterprise’s need to secure its IT assets [79]. To enforce an IT secu-
ity policy in real-time, enterprises can use security countermea-
ures, such as firewalls, network intrusion detection/prevention
ystems, and access control lists. Traditionally, IT security poli-
ies are static and do not change based on the context of use.
or instance, when enforcing a network security policy using a
irewall, the administrator creates rules to prevent/permit the in-
ound/outbound communication from/to a specific port and pro-
ocol. Using the proposed context-based, data-driven approach,
nterprises can identify the contexts in which a person is more
ikely to be vulnerable to a social engineering attack. By knowing
hat, administrators can implement an adaptive security policy.
or instance, when the system identifies a context in which
n employee is more likely to be vulnerable, the administra-
or can adjust an employee’s permissions, taking back sensitive
ermissions granted to the employee, thus improving system
ecurity.

.3. Limitations

The main limitation of our approach is its dependence on
ata for discovering meaningful behavioral patterns and thus for
roviding accurate ISA assessments. To demonstrate it in our case,
e explore the classification accuracy for each timeframe, based
n the ISA indicators. The TPR is 80% for the private informa-
ion indicator, which is the most frequent indicator in our data
88.1%), and only 55% for the connection to an unsecured Wi-Fi
etwork, which is only present in 3.2% of the data. However, this
imitation could be addressed by collecting data both from more
sers and for a longer period of time.
In this study we use the dataset derived from the work of

itton et al. [3]. While that data enables us to examine the use
f our approach to assess ISA based on contextual information,
t has two main limitations: (1) The population examined in
his research is quite diverse in terms of activities and usage
atterns, i.e., users used different mobile applications and visited
n different POIs. However, the examined population age range
s limited only to 18–30 years old. Thus, we are not able to
eneralize our method with the other age groups. (2) Using the
ollected dataset we are only able to examine our method with
ndividuals. Thus, we are not able to present results and draw
onclusions from a business perspective. Therefore, a future study
hould employ our method on users with other age ranges and as
art of an organization training program.

. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel context-based, data-driven
pproach for assessing users’ ISA. The results emphasize the
xisting gap between our context-based, data-driven approach
nd most common approaches for ISA assessment, which pro-
ide fixed scores based on users’ reported behaviors and are
nable to capture the users’ dynamic behavior. In contrast, our
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Table A.7
Set of security questions used to measure the likelihood of performing an
action.
# What is the likelihood that you would perform the following

actions?

1 Download an application from an unofficial application store.

2 Install an application that requires permissions that are not
necessary for its functionality.

3 Install an applications with a low rating.

4 Install an application that requires root privileges.

5 Approve an application update that requires permissions that are
not necessary for the application’s functionality.

6 Verify an application update before approving it.

7 Click on an advertisement when using an application.

8 Click on an advertisement for a lottery.

9 Check which applications are installed on the device.

10 Check which applications are running.

11 Close applications that are running in the background.

12 Delete applications that are not in use.

13 Enter a website despite a security warning indicating that the site
is dangerous (figure attached).

14 Download a file from a site that does not use an encryption
protocol.

15 Insert private information on a site which does not use an
encryption protocol.

16 Use your personal password on a site which does not use an
encryption protocol.

17 Enter private information (e.g., phone number, email address) into
a pop-up that appears when using an application.

18 Open an email classified as spam.

19 Enter a link sent from an unknown party (e.g., via Facebook,
WhatsApp, SMS).

20 Download a file sent to you by email from an unknown sender.

21 Use a simple password that contains known personal details (e.g.,
name, date of birth, phone number).

22 Use a password that is constructed of many different digits and
characters.

23 Use the same password for different services.

24 Save your password as plain-text on your device (e.g., in your
contacts, documents, notes).

25 Update your password when you suspect that someone knows it.

26 Update your password at least once a year.

27 Use two-factor authentication for email/Facebook (a service in
which another form of authentication is used besides the
password).

28 Use password management services.

29 Jailbreak/root your device.

30 Use embedded security systems (e.g., firewall, encryption).

31 Install an anti-virus application.

32 Ignore a security alert.

33 Use screen lock (e.g., PIN code, pattern, fingerprint).

34 Use public (unencrypted) Wi-Fi networks.

35 Download files when using a public network.

36 Use a VPN service when using the Internet.

37 Use personal services (e.g., banking, online shopping, Facebook)
when connected to a public Wi-Fi network.

38 Auto connect to blacktooth devices.

39 Connect your smartphone to foreign device (e.g., a friend’s
computer, wireless headphones).

approach can capture users’ dynamic behavior with respect to
the users’ context, enabling it to provide the most accurate ISA
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ssessments and outperform the traditional expert-based meth-
ds. In addition, the proposed deep learning framework, which
mplements our data-driven approach, outperformed all other
L classifiers and deep learning architectures. The data-driven
pproach was also shown to be beneficial, providing accurate ISA
ssessments in the common application scenario in which new
sers are introduced. An analysis of the ISA assessments derived
rom the data-driven approach reveals some interesting findings
bout users that have not been observed before, including the
bservations that half an hour is the optimal learning time for
valuating the user’s ISA in the next five minutes, and the ISA
ssessments of users in the 25–30 age group are more accurate
ompared to those in the 18–24 age group.
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Appendix. Questionnaire

Table A.7 presents the security questionnaire used to measure
the likelihood that the user will perform a certain action. All
of the questions were measured according to a five-point Likert
scale with the following answers: ‘‘Never’’, ‘‘Unlikely’’, ‘‘Medium
Likelihood’’, ‘‘Very Likely’’, and ‘‘Always’’.
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